
New for 2006, the
EasyClearTM

Clearwater, Fountain
and Waterfall Pump

The complete 

all-in-one unit 

containing a UVC, 

filter and pump to 

create a clear and

healthy pond with

an attractive 

fountain and

waterfall

www.hozelock.com
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Adding oxygen into a fishpond is very important
for fish health, particularly in densely stocked
ponds and in the summer months when oxygen
levels decline. Fish will become visibly more active
in an oxygen-rich pond. 

The Hozelock Cyprio air pump delivers a 
maximum air output of 45 litres per minute, which
is suitable for the vast majority of fish and koi
ponds.

The stylish weatherproof aluminium cage has been
meticulously designed to ensure the pump can be
safely left (uncovered) outdoors to simplify 
installation. 

Uniquely, the Hozelock Cyprio air pump includes a
10cm airstone, a chrome coated metal manifold
with 12 outlets and 5m of air tube (4mm Ø) as
standard. This kit format makes the sales process
quicker and easier for the consumer and retail staff.

The 10cm air stone allows maximum diffusion of
air into the water and avoids the need for multiple
air stones making installation easier. If necessary, an
additional 11 airstones can be added to provide
oxygen to different areas of the pond. 

The Hozelock Cyprio air pump can be used in
association with the Trinamic filter to add more
oxygen to the Kaldnes K3 biomedia to further
increase fish stocking levels.

An air pump can also be used in winter months to
stop the pond freezing over and trapping harmful
gases and substances, which can be very harmful to
fish.

The Hozelock Cyprio air pump is an essential piece
of equipment for all serious fish keepers.

2-year guarantee.

Air inlet

Air filter

Robust diaphragm

Quiet reliable low wattage motor with 
low running costs

Rubber feet stop pump vibrating

Stylish weatherproof aluminium cage

Air outlet

Chrome coated metal manifold 
with 12 outlets

5m of air tube

10cm sintered air stone (Ø 5cm)J
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A high performance reliable air pump
for large fish and koi ponds

air pump

Maximum
Output (LPH)

Maximum Recommended
Depth of Air Stone

Output at 
1m Depth

Maximum
Pressure

Number of
Air Outlets

Length of Air
Tube

Diameter of
Air Tube

Size of 
Air Stone Pump Rating Cable

Length

45LPH 2.0m 35LPM 0.030 MPa 12 5m 4mm Ø 5cm x 10cm 35w 10m

Technical Data

1820 Air Pump 50  10646  04339  7 2
1821 Air Pump Spares Kit 50  10646  04373  1 5

DescriptionPart
number Product Bar Code

Building on the success of the unique and award
winning EasyClear™ Clearwater and Fountain
Pump, which was launched in 2005, this new
model combines with it to develop a brand new,
rapidly growing market sector. These products are
targeted at consumers looking for a single 
easy-to-install product that meets all their fountain,
waterfall and clear water requirements. 

The new EasyClear™ Clearwater, Fountain
and Waterfall Pump incorporates all the features of
its smaller counterpart but in addition it is capable
of running a waterfall. With integrated UVC,
mechanical filter and biological filter it is suitable
for medium sized ponds with up to 4000 litres
capacity. It can create a fountain, waterfall or a
combination of both with easily accessible twin
flow controls to adjust the size of the fountain and
waterfall independently. 

A key selling point of the EasyClear™ is the fact
that the whole unit is placed in the water so that
there is no need for a filter system outside the
pond, which can be difficult to disguise. The new
larger EasyClear™ has the same foot print as
the EasyClear™ Clearwater and Fountain
Pump. It has a height of 370mm which can be 
easily hidden below the water surface in shallower
ponds. For deeper ponds, fountain stem extensions
are available, avoiding the need to mount the new
EasyClear™ on a platform. 

With an ability to run a waterfall the new
EasyClear™ has a 4 in 1 action as opposed to
the 3 in 1 filter and fountain action of the smaller
product. 

Clear water 
The ultra violet clarifier eliminates green water.

Clear and healthy water
The filter sieves out solids that make the water
cloudy and ensures the water is healthy for fish
and plants.

Fountain 

Waterfall
The fountain, waterfall or combination of both,
creates a decorative display. 
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EasyClear™

Pack Qty

3328 EasyClear™ 4’n1 Clearwater, Fountain & Waterfall Pump - 230v 50  10646  04267  3 2
3028 EasyClear™ 4’n1 Clearwater, Fountain & Waterfall Pump - LV (Not available in the UK) 50  10646  04268  0 2

DescriptionPart
number Product Bar Code Pack Qty

P e r f e c t  P o n d s  M a d e  S i m p l e
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